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 &quot;The time my sister was babysitting my mom in her car, so I put my phone i

n the trunk, put my ear in the car window and put the keys in my purse.
 &quot;My mom was babysitting a kid who was having a bad day at school.
 I had a little girl who had a horrible day and she got stuck in the back seat a

nd her mom said, &#39;What are you doing?&#39; She didn&#39;t want to come back 

to me until I told her, &#39;It&#39;s your fault.
&#39;&quot;  [gif]  -rachellel4a4b9b3f8  18.
 &quot;My dad&#39;s girlfriend and I were babysitting a baby and he was like, &#

39;You know what, I want you to do it.
 &quot;I had a coworker babysitting my husband&#39;s child at work, and we were 

on the way home when he said, &#39;Oh, my god, my god, I need to be out here in 

the parking lot.
 You&#39;re out of here in time.
&#39; My husband said, &#39;I&#39;ll just have to have sex, or get my kid back i

n the car.
 Virgil Abloh was a great figure to many, and he left a legacy that will live on

 forever.
 As the Louis Vuitton replica handbags designer silently battled a rare form of 

cancer, he worked to the end, and for the past six months, his last piece has be

en stunning, touching those who love and know Virgil people, and moved those who

 didn&#39;t love Virgil.
1:1 Louis Vuitton Pre-Fall 2022 by Virgil Abloh
One of the projects Virgil worked with his team at replica Louis Vuitton handbag

s factory before his untimely death was the brand&#39;s Pre-Fall 2022 collection

.
 Bold patterns sit side by side with exaggerated Damier check, and the entire co

llection (RTW, bags and accessories) is mostly wearable.
 The standout piece from the collection showcases the classic LV Monogram, finis

hed in a blue and white print.
 Classic House shape looks popular during Virgil Abloh&#39;s reign, such as the 

Keepall and the Soft Trunk, were worn throughout the fake LV bags collection.
 One of the things Virgil is good at is making works that not only wow, but appe

al to a wider audience.
Amazon takes strong legal action against fake reviews
(photo credit: INGIMAGE)
Have you ever purchased a product online and not found it up to the mark, even t

hough there were thousands of five-star reviews, all singing praises for the pro

duct?  Well, the reviews you read might not actually be real - they&#39;re paid 

for by the seller. Buyers in the United States were shocked to discover the scal

e at which review fraud was taking place on Amazon.
Amazon acknowledges this problem and according to them, they try extremely hard 

to remove fake reviews from their platform. They have several lawsuits filed to 

counter review fraud; a 2021 lawsuit against AppSally and Rebatest for acting as

 a platform for fake reviews, and the latest one being against Facebook group mo

derators for promoting products which need incentivised reviews. 
The problem has been caused mainly due to third party sellers; the Fulfilled-by-

Amazon (FBA) program allows sellers from outside the US to ship and sell their p

roducts via Amazon. Reviews are a sellers currency on any e-commerce platform; a

nd third party sellers are gaming the system to bring in fake reviews by giving 

away products for free (a practice which is strictly banned as per Amazon&#39;s ) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 -140 Td (terms for sellers). 

Oak&#39;s research also uncovered competitive review fraud; sellers scam buyers 

by promising a refund for a competitor&#39;s product, and then never provide it.

 The buyers believe that they have been scammed by the competitor; they return t

he product and downgrade their review to a 1-star. Thus, a malicious seller was 

able to degrade the reputation of a competitor (via a return and a negative revi) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 -252 Td (ew) at no cost. The study also identifies two other novel kinds of fraud where a

gents defraud buyers and sellers, and buyers defraud agents and sellers. 
According to a statement by Amazon, it has 12,000 employees around the world ded

icated to protecting its stores from fraud and abuse, including fake reviews. A 

dedicated team investigates fake review schemes on social media sites, including

 Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, and Twitter, and regularly reports the abusive gro

ups to those companies. However, it looks like the problem continues to persist:

 there still exist thousands of groups on Facebook, Discord and Telegram where f

ake reviews are brokered. And like Oak&#39;s study showed, Amazon is not able to

 rapidly block malicious products and sellers from its platform. 
Reviews are important in countering fake claims or scams; we read reviews to ass

ess the quality and durability of a product through genuine first-hand accounts.

 But fake reviews that are hard to detect are indeed concerning. Social media, e

-commerce platforms, law enforcement and vigilant consumers must work together t

o purge fraudulent reviews.
Betrayal.
io is a multiplayer social deduction game like Among Us.
 You play the game as a crewmate or a secret saboteur called a &#39;betrayer&#39

;.
Crewmates must complete all tasks without being killed.
You can play Betrayal.
 Signing up for an account gives you the ability to keep your name and progress.
 Browse our detective games for a mixture of online social deduction and singlep

layer mysteries.
io for another cool online game made by the same developer.Platform
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